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Sotheby’s sneaks up on younger
market via sneaker sales
Sotheby’s is staging its first international

dedicated sneaker sale, seeing the
boom in a formerly niche market as a

way to attract younger clients into the world
of auctions. Fine art, jewellery and antiques
might be the more traditional stock in auction
house trade, complete with a packed room
and auctioneer banging a wooden gavel. But
the coronavirus pandemic has triggered a
shift towards smartphone-accessible online
auctions. Sotheby’s says it has also noticed
that younger people are being drawn to auc-
tions by design classics with a back story.

On Monday, the auction house sold a pair
of Nike Air Yeezy 1s worn by rapper Kanye
West for $1.8 million (1.5 million euros) —
triple the previous record for sneakers. That
sale is being followed by “Gamers Only”-
Sotheby’s debut global dedicated sneaker
auction, conducted entirely online. It features
13 pairs of match-worn basketball shoes
from some of the NBA’s greatest athletes, in-
cluding Michael Jordan and Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar. The sale runs until 1400 GMT on
May 12. Josh Pullan, managing director of
Sotheby’s global luxury division, said that
aged between 20 and 40, the client profile
for sneaker sales was generally younger than
in regular auctions. “What’s also really inter-
esting is that more than 50 percent of the
buyers and bidders are new to Sotheby’s, so
we’re seeing this as a great way to bring in
new clients,” he told AFP.

Yeezy does it 
Pullan said that the auction house made a

major shift towards digital sales last year due
to the COVID-19 pandemic-”and there’s no
going back”, he said. However, the live phys-
ical auctions will remain for showpiece sales
events. The record price for sneakers has
been broken several times recently, as what
was seen as a niche interest 10 years ago is
now one of the fastest-growing markets, at-
tracting attention from the general public as
well as leading collectors. The Nike Air Yeezy
1s, worn by West during the 2008 Grammy
Awards, fetched an amount that shattered the
previous sneakers auction record of
$615,000 set in August last year.

That sum, achieved by auctioneers
Christie’s, was for the Nike Air Jordan 1 pair
worn by Michael Jordan when he famously
shattered the backboard in a 1985 match.
“The sneakers category is really exploding,”
Pullan said. “We’re seeing that collectors who
are passionate about a category and under-
stand design and a story attached to those
items are prepared to chase and purchase
those items,” he said. “This is a market that
we see growing as people’s understanding
and appreciation continues to grow. That
means more people in the space, more com-
petition and more excitement.”

Jordans and jewels 
The “Gamers Only” collection is on show

at the Bucherer boutique in Geneva alongside
standout jewels, watches and handbags from
Sotheby’s Luxury Week of sales in the Swiss
city. The star sneakers are a pair of Jordan’s
famous Nike Air Jordan 1s. They are esti-
mated to fetch between $110,000 and
$164,000 but could go for much higher fol-
lowing the buzz around the Yeezy world
record. Nike Air Jordan 1s “not only changed
basketball footwear forever but are also con-
sidered foundational to the development of
sneaker culture”, Sotheby’s said.

The pair on sale-in the Chicago Bulls’ red,
white and black-were worn by Jordan during
his stellar 1984-1985 debut season. Jordan,
now 58, went on to become a six-time NBA
champion and is widely considered the great-
est basketball player of all time. “The Air Jor-
dan 1s are one of the grails,” said Pullan.
“There’s a bit of wear on the toe and around
the heels and that gives us a feeling for what
happened in the game when they were worn,”
he added. “This pair is from someone who
knew Michael Jordan personally, so they re-
ally come with that impeccable provenance.”
The sale also includes sneakers worn by NBA
greats Stephen Curry, Scottie Pippen,
Shaquille O’Neal, Charles Barkley, Steve
Nash, Kevin Garnett, Patrick Ewing, Do-
minique Wilkins, Allen Iverson, Moses Mal-
one and Isiah Thomas. — AFP

It has been a year since Saint Laurent broke away from the
traditional fashion calendar, and with its latest collection
again presented as an online film Wednesday, many wonder

if the old schedules will ever return. The pandemic accelerated
an existing trend of major fashion houses questioning whether
the punishing rhythm of endless fashion weeks and midseason
shows was good for creativity or the climate.  Saint Laurent was
first to take the leap, announcing in April 2020 that it would skip
Paris fashion week that year.  And it has not returned, with its
latest winter collection again delivered as an online short film
outside of any normal timetable. 

Set in stunning but barren landscapes of black volcanic rock,
ice floes and sheer rock faces, it looked designed to emphasize
its distance from the usual champagne-and-celebrity settings
of the fashion world.  One might wonder whether the models,
many in tiny miniskirts and skimpy bodysuits, had enough
clothes, or indeed a high enough body-mass index, to survive
for long in the Arctic conditions, but stepping out of the comfort
zone was precisely the point. 

“I want Saint Laurent to be more light and playful, but... it’s
not just about going out to bars and parties,” designer Anthony
Vaccarello told Vogue ahead of the release. “Life can’t just be
when it’s bad we are all in black and pajamas and when it’s good
we are in slutty dresses.” Nor should the moody vibe of the

video be taken too literally, he added: “Fashion should be some-
thing you don’t take too seriously. Especially now, when nothing
is really necessary. It’s good to laugh about life.”

‘Hacking’ 
Other big names agree that new approaches are needed.  Al-

ready before the pandemic, Celine’s Hedi Slimane told Le
Monde in January 2020: “The notion of the calendar seems ob-
solete... These days, creating a sense of event and rarity seems
more essential than an obligatory exercise at a fixed time,”
adding that the whole idea of fall/winter and spring/summer
seasons was “archaic”.  Gucci’s Alessandro Michele followed

Saint Laurent’s lead in May 2020, saying he would reduce his
shows from five to two per year.

In keeping with Michele’s efforts to give an “anti-establish-
ment” veneer to the fabled fashion house, he made a huge
splash earlier this month with a 100th anniversary show for
Gucci-again outside the usual calendar-that knowingly ripped
off styles from his friend, Balenciaga stylist Demna Gvasalia (he
called it “hacking”).  The new-found sense of freedom is “a sign
that fashion is not finished and will never finish-independently
of any fashion week. Fashion is a representation of life and can
self-manage.” Michele told industry magazine WWD.  — AFP 

A year on, Saint Laurent

continues rebellion

against fashion calendar

A pair of basketball legend Michael Jordan’s famous Air Jordans from his
rookie season are seen in Geneva during a preview of sale by auction house
Sotheby’s entitled “Gamers Only”.

This handout photo courtesy of Sotheby’s shows the black high-top Yeezys
worn by rapper Kanye West during the 2008 Grammy Awards.  — AFP photos

French dancer Zizi Jeanmaire (left) kisses designer Yves Saint-Laurent on
July 30, 1962 after the presentation of the Haute couture fashion show in
Paris.— AFP photos

French designer Yves Saint-Laurent poses at his office at La Boetie street
in Paris on September 22, 1961.


